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3

Definitions, symbols and abbreviations

3.1

Definitions

For the purposes of the present document, the following terms and definitions apply.
Network Based Interception: Interception that is invoked at a network access point regardless of Target Identity.
Subject Based Interception: Interception that is invoked using a specific Target Identity
Target Identity: A technical identity that uniquely identifies a target of interception. One target may have one or
several identities.
Interception Area: is a subset of the network service area comprised of a set of cells which defines a geographical
zone.
Location Dependent Interception: is interception of a target mobile within a network service area that is restricted to
one or several Interception Areas (IA).

3.2

Abbreviations

For the purposes of the present document, the following abbreviations apply:
3GMS
3G GGSN
3G GSN
3G MSC
3G SGSN
3G UMSC
ADMF
CC
CGI
DF
ECT
GPRS
HI
IA
IP
IRI
LDI
LEA
LEMF
RA
SAI

3rd Generation Mobile Communication System
3rd Generation Gateway GPRS Support Node
3rd Generation GPRS Support Node (GGSN/SGSN)
3rd Generation Mobile Switching Center
3rd Generation Serving GPRS Support Node
3rd Generation Unified Mobile Switching Centre
Administration Function
Content of Communication
Cell Global Identity
Delivery Function
Explicit Call Transfer
General Packet Radio Service
Handover Interface
Interception Area
Internet Protocol
Intercept Related Information
Location Dependent Interception
Law Enforcement Agency
Law Enforcement Monitoring Facility
Routing Area
Service Area Identity
** NEXT CHANGED SECTION **

7.3.2

Structure of the events

There are seven different events in which the information is sent to the DF2P if this is required. Details are described in
the following section. The events for interception are configurable (if they are sent to DF2P) in the 3G GSN and can be
suppressed in the DF2P.
The following events are applicable to 3G SGSN:
-

Mobile Station Attach;

-

Mobile Station Detach;
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-

PDP context activation;

-

Start of intercept with PDP context active;

-

PDP context deactivation;

-

RA update;

-

SMS.

NOTE:
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3G GGSN interception is a national option. Location information may not be available in this case.

The following events are applicable to the 3G GGSN:
-

PDP context activation ;

-

PDP context deactivation ;

-

Start of interception with PDP context active.

A set of fields as shown below is used to generate the events. The events transmit the information from 3G GSN to
DF2P. This set of fields as shown below can be extended in the 3G GSN, if this is necessary as a national option. DF2P
can extend this information if this is necessary as a national option e.g. a unique number for each surveillance warrant.
Table 2: Information Events for Packet Data Event Records
Observed MSISDN
MSISDN of the target subscriber (monitored subscriber)
Observed IMSI
IMSI of the target subscriber (monitored subscriber)
Observed IMEI
IMEI of the target subscriber (monitored subscriber),it shall be checked for each activation over the radio interface.
Event type
Description which type of event is delivered: PDP attach, PDP detach, PDP context activation, Start of intercept with
PDP context active, PDP context deactivation, SMS, Cell and/or RA update,
Event date
Date of the event generation in the 3G GSN
Event time
Time of the event generation in the 3G GSN
PDP address
The PDP address of the target subscriber. Note that this address might be dynamic.
Access Point Name
The APN of the access point. (Typically the GGSN of the other party)
Routing Area Code
The routing area code of the target defines the RA in a PLMN.
PDP Type
The used PDP type.
Correlation Number
The correlation number is used to correlate CC and IRI.
SMS
The SMS content with header which is sent with the SMS-service. The header also includes the SMS-Centre
address.
SAI
Service Area Identity
Failed attach reason
Reason for failed attach of the target subscriber.
Failed context activation reason
Reason for failed context activation of the target subscriber.
IAs
The observed Interception Areas
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7.4

Packet Data related events

7.4.1

Mobile Station Attach

For attach an attach-event is generated. When an attach activation is generated from the mobile to servicing 3G G SN
this event is generated. These fields will be delivered to the DF2P if available:
Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Service Area Identity
Routing area code
Failed attach reason
IAs (if applicable)

7.4.2

Mobile Station Detach

For detach a detach-event is generated, this is for the common (end) detach. These fields will be delivered to the DF2P
if available:
Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Service Area Identity
Routing Area code
IAs (if applicable)

7.4.3

Packet Data PDP context activation

For PDP context activation a PDP context activation-event is generated. When a PDP context activation is generated
from the mobile to 3G GSN this event is generated. These fields will be delivered to the DF2P if available:
Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
PDP address of observed party
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Correlation number
Access Point Name
PDP Type
Service Area Identity
Routing area code
Failed context activation reason
IAs (if applicable)
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7.4.4
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Start of interception with PDP context active

This event will be generated if interception for a target is started and if the target has at least one PDP context active. If
more then one PDP context are open for each of them an event record is generated. These fields will be delivered to the
DF2P if available:
Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
PDP address of observed party
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Correlation number
Access Point Name
PDP Type
Service Area Identity
Routing area code
IAs (if applicable)

7.4.5

Packet Data PDP context deactivation

At PDP context deactivation a PDP context deactivation-event is generated. These fields will be delivered to the DF2if
available:
Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
PDP address of observed party
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Correlation number
Access point name
Service Area Identity
Routing area code
IAs (if applicable)

7.4.6 RA update
For each RA update an update-event with the fields about the new location is generated. These fields will be delivered
to the DF2P if available:
Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Service Area Identity
Routing area code
IAs (if applicable)

7.4.7

SMS

For MO-SMS the event is generated in the 3G SGSN, when the SMS-Centre successfully receives the SMS; for MTSMS the event is generated in the 3G SGSN when the target receives the message. This fields will be delivered to the
DF2P if available:
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Observed MSISDN
Observed IMSI
Observed IMEI
Event Type
Event Time
Event Date
Service Area Identity
Routing area code
SMS
IAs (if applicable)
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